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       ABOUT THE AUTHORITY

The Bermuda Monetary Authority (Authority or BMA) was established by statute in 1969. Its role has 
evolved over the years to meet the changing needs in Bermuda’s financial services sector. Today it 
supervises, regulates and inspects financial institutions operating in the jurisdiction. It also issues 
Bermuda’s national currency, manages exchange control transactions, assists other authorities with 
detecting and preventing financial crime, and advises Government on banking and other financial 
and monetary matters.

The Authority develops risk-based financial regulations that apply to the supervision of Bermuda’s 
banks, trust companies, investment businesses, investment funds, fund administrators, money 
service businesses, corporate service providers, insurance companies, digital asset businesses and 
digital asset issuances. It also regulates the Bermuda Stock Exchange and the credit union.
   
       BACKGROUND

This report is based on the enhanced 2020 Bermuda Solvency Capital Requirement (BSCR) cyber 
filing returns. The BMA is issuing this communication to provide feedback on the information 
obtained in the 2020 year-end filing from insurance managers, commercial insurers and brokers 
and agents. 

       EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND KEY FINDINGS
 
The Authority is pleased with industry's continued focus on cyber risk. Upon examining the 2020 
data, there are no new control deficiencies of such magnitude and risk added as a new key finding 
(compared to last year's report). Nevertheless, the data indicates that for some cyber risks, a lower 
than expected percentage of insurers indicate they have controls in place. These areas are:

• Third-party cyber risk management assessment – Managing cyber risk from third parties 
and supply chains is an important part of cyber risk management. An insurer who trusts third 
parties with data, or to deliver Information Technology (IT) services, should consider having 
contractual clauses in place to ensure their security requirements are met. This is the only 
key finding where data shows a degraded performance compared to the 2020 report. Please 
refer to graph 2.3.

• Data classification – Information should be classified and protected in a manner 
commensurate with its sensitivity, value and criticality. An asset inventory should be put 
in place, detailing all information assets. The information must be classified in terms of 
its value, legal requirements, sensitivity and criticality to the organisation. Only 65% (no 
change from the 2020 report) of respondents have completed data classification, which is 
considered inadequate. 

• Board approval of cyber risk strategy/policy – The board of directors and senior 
management team must have oversight of cyber risks. The board of directors must approve 
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a cyber risk policy document at least annually. The cyber risk may be covered in a standalone 
cyber risk policy document or as a section in a broader risk policy document (e.g., the 
operational risk policy). Data shows an improvement from the 2020 report; however, overall 
percentages are still an area of concern. Please refer to graph 2.1.

• Data Loss Prevention (DLP) – Registrants must perform an assessment of their DLP control 
requirements (i.e., controls to prevent data leaving the enterprise in an unauthorised 
manner). Typically, this assessment would reference the level of data classification, potential 
unauthorised data egress points and appropriate mitigating controls. Data shows an 
improvement from the 2020 report; however, overall percentages are still an area of concern, 
especially with widespread work-from-home practices. Please refer to graph 1.4.

The key findings for the 2020 report (2019 data) included the following control; however, due to the 
marked improvement in the latest data, it was removed as a key finding. 

• Maintenance of software (including installation of patches and updates) – Registrants 
must have patch management procedures that define the identification, categorisation and 
prioritisation of security patches. Registrants must pay close attention to a vendor’s end-of-
support date as patches may no longer be available after this date. Please refer to graph 2.4.

Insurance Sector Operational Cyber Risk Management Code of Conduct (Code)

The final version of the Code was published in October 2020. The Code came into effect on 1 
January 2021 and is enforceable from 1 January 2022. 

The Code is designed to promote the stable and secure management of information technology 
systems of regulated entities. The Authority is not adopting a “one-size-fits-all” approach and 
expects cyber risk controls to be proportional to the organisation’s nature, scale and complexity. It 
is acknowledged some entities will use a third party to provide technology services, and they may 
outsource their IT resources (e.g., to an insurance manager). All third-party and outsourced services 
should be subject to cyber risk review.

Notification of Cyber Reporting Events to the Authority

The Insurance Amendment Act 2020 came into force on 5 August 2020, requiring notification of 
cyber reporting events to the Authority. Complete guidance of requirements is given in section 6.5 
of the Code. 

It should be noted that only cyber reporting events resulting in a significant adverse impact to the 
regulated entity’s operations, policyholders or clients, must be reported to the Authority. When 
in doubt about whether an event is reportable, registrants should consult with the Authority for 
guidance. 
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A principal representative (for insurers) and appropriate officer (for insurance managers and
intermediaries) must notify the Authority within 72 hours from the time that there is either a 
determination or confirmation of an event.

An incident report containing known details of the incident, the root cause, actions taken to 
minimise impact and any actual adverse impact to the organisation must be submitted within 
14 days of the initial incident notification date. If the full root cause is not known by the 14-day 
submission, the Authority may request further information or the full root cause report when the 
entity concludes investigations.

Cyber reporting events are treated in complete confidence. The Authority conducts an analysis of 
reported events, and this data is used as one of the inputs to cyber risk profiling. The Authority 
places importance on keeping up to date with the fast-changing nature of cyber risks together with 
potential impact on registrants and the insurance sector as a whole. Key findings from this analysis 
are:

• Poor change management and lack of security review of changes can introduce new 
vulnerabilities leading to incidents

• Email is commonly targeted successfully by malicious attackers

• When email systems are compromised, it can lead to potential breaches of data protection 
regulations and contract breaches due to unstructured, unclassified data stored in email  

• Poor security testing practices lead to undetected vulnerabilities, which attackers then exploit 

Cloud Computing Services and the Shared Responsibility Model

A noticeable trend is the transition to cloud computing services. Of commercial insurer 
respondents, 54% reported hosting servers in the cloud. One of the requirements of the Code is 
that the use of cloud computing services must be risk-assessed.

A key exercise in the review of cloud computing is to determine the “Shared Responsibility Model” 
(i.e., roles and responsibilities must be completed to define the party responsible for operating and 
monitoring each cyber risk control). A cloud risk assessment must include an analysis of security 
architecture and operations, as well as the following topics:

• Governance and Enterprise Risk Management (ERM): The ability of an organisation to govern 
and measure enterprise risk introduced by cloud computing

• Legal issues: Potential legal issues include protection requirements for information and 
computer systems, security breach disclosure laws, regulatory requirements, privacy 
requirements and international laws or regulations
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• Compliance and audit: Evaluating how cloud computing affects compliance with internal 
security policies, as well as compliance requirements (regulatory, legislative and other)

• Information governance: Governing data that is placed in the cloud, i.e., the identification 
and control of data in the cloud, compensating controls that can be used to deal with the loss 
of physical control when moving data to the cloud

Cyber Resilience 

Cyber resilience is the ability to prepare for and recover rapidly from disruptions resulting from
deliberate attacks, accidents or naturally occurring threats or incidents. Cyber resilience should be 
managed as part of an organisation’s overall operational risk process.

The invocation of remote working by many companies during the start of the pandemic served as 
a good example of the importance of Business Continuity Planning (BCP) and Disaster Recovery 
(DR). Organisations should have documented BCP and DR plans in place, which have been tested to 
provide assurance on their effectiveness. 

Indeed, this is a requirement of the Insurance Sector Operational Cyber Risk Management Code of 
Conduct which states: "Registrants must implement effective Business Continuity Planning (BCP) 
and Disaster Recovery (DR) policies and procedures to include: Regularly documented business 
impact analysis exercises to determine the criticality of business process, recovery criticality and the 
likely impact resulting from different disaster scenarios”. BCP and DR plans must be tested at least 
annually. These tests must be documented and any issues identified and tracked for remediation."

 Next, the Authority will:

• Continue to monitor cyber risk filing returns, as well as the evolving nature of the cyber risk 
threat landscape

• Continue to review cyber reporting events to further understand the risk profile of individual 
insurers and the sector as a whole

• Review registrants' compliance to the Code as part of the supervisory review process

• Continue to consult with the insurance sector in a proactive manner 

• Continue to require that companies clearly detail operational cyber risk in the Commercial 
Insurer Solvency Self-Assessment/Group Solvency Self-Assessment process
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       Assessment of Filing Return Data 2020 – Commercial Insurers only

This section assesses data from the enhanced 2020 BSCR cyber filing returns (Schedule Ve) 
completed by commercial insurers only.

1.1 Cyber Risk Type by Company Operations

It is important that the data processed by insurers is appropriately classified and data protection 
controls put in place are commensurate with the level of criticality. The BMA recognises that there 
are many different types of commercial insurers in the jurisdiction with varying business models 
and supporting IT services, resulting in different cyber risk profiles.

Cloud computing services: The above graph illustrates that 31% (2019 - 33%) of commercial 
insurers reported having data centres hosted physically in Bermuda, while 46% (2019 - 46%) use a 
cloud hosting service. Cloud computing services present a different set of risks, and it is important 
that risk assessments of these services are performed.

Customer data processed: Graph 1.1 shows that 25% (2019 - 26%) of commercial insurers 
reported processing customer personal data, with 65% (2019 - 63%) reporting that they store/
process customer data on behalf of another entity. 
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Is customer personal data stored/processed on behalf of other
entities?

Are internet-facing web applications that process customer data
or payment card data in place?

Is customer personal data stored/processed?

Is cyber risk insurance in place?

Is a cloud hosting company used to host servers?

Is a data centre in Bermuda used to host servers?

1.1 Cyber Risk Type by Company Operations - 2020

No Yes
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Cyber risk framework and board oversight: The graph illustrates that 93% (2019 - 94%) of 
commercial insurers reported that a technology risk framework was in place, and 81% (2019 - 
78%) reported that technology risks rated as 'high' were formally raised and visible to the board of 
directors. 

Independent IT audit: Data collected shows that 85% (2019 - 86%) of commercial insurers 
reported that an independent IT audit took place annually as a minimum. It is the responsibility of 
a company's audit committee to decide the assurance they require against different IT risks and 
controls. This process can be evidenced in an annual audit plan.

1.2 Cyber Risk Management Governance 
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Is there an independent IT audit (minimum annually)?

Are the roles and responsibilities of each of the three lines of
defence clearly described within the cyber security policy?

Are high-risk issues from technology risk framework raised to the
board of directors in a formal manner?

Is there a technology risk (including IT security risk) framework in
place?

1.2 Cyber Risk Management Governance - 2020

No Yes
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Asset management: Graph 1.3 shows that 96% (2019 - 97%) of commercial insurers reported they 
had inventoried their IT assets (i.e., their physical devices, information systems, software platforms 
and applications). 

Data classification: Only 65% (2019 - 65%) of commercial insurers reported that they had classified 
data according to sensitivity. This percentage is unchanged from last year, perhaps reflecting the 
complexity of undertaking a data classification exercise. This percentage is considered very low, and 
data classification remains an area of concern.

Third-party security risk assessment: Graph 1.3 shows that 74% (2019 – 72%) of commercial 
insurers completed third-party risk assessments. Although a slight improvement over last year, the 
percentage needs to improve further to reduce the risk effectively. 

1.3 Identification of Assets and Risks
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Has a third-party security risk assessment been completed
during the past year (i.e., assessed security risk arising from all

third parties)?

Has the organisation classified data according to sensitivity?

Are physical devices, information systems, software platforms
and applications within the organisation inventoried?

Has the organisation performed an assessment of compliance
against data protection regulatory requirements?

1.3 Identification of Assets and Risks - 2020

No Yes
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Security configuration standards: The data reveals that 87% (2019 - 86%) of commercial insurers 
reported they document, implement and enforce security configuration standards to all hardware 
and software assets on the network. 

DLP: Graph 1.4 illustrates that 77% (2019 - 71%) of commercial insurers reported that DLP controls 
were in place (i.e., controls to prevent data leaving the enterprise in an unauthorised manner). 
Incidents resulting in data breaches often lead to both financial loss and reputational damage. DLP 
requirements should be assessed against data criticality, regulatory and contractual requirements. 

DLP, a key finding in the 2020 report, improved 6% (2019 – 71%). Although this is indicative that 
DLP control is improving, considering that work from home arrangements have become fairly 
commonplace, the expectation is that companies continue to recognise the risk to their data and 
implement controls accordingly.

1.4 Detect and Protect Controls
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Is there a logical access management standard in place - Role
Based Access Control (RBAC)/Identity and Access Management

(IAM)?

Is there a Privilege Access Management (PAM) tool in place?

Does the company follow a formal change management process
for all software and network changes?

Does the company centrally store and archive security event
logs?

Does the company document, implement and enforce security
configuration standards to all hardware?

Are Data Loss Prevention (DLP) controls in place i.e, to prevent
unauthorised data leaving the enterprise?

1.4 Detect and Protect Controls - 2020

No Yes
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Security incident response plans: Of commercial insurer respondents, 90% (2019 - 90%) reported 
a security incident response plan in place. Scenario-based or “tabletop” response exercises should 
be held to test the processes in place and prepare for any real incidents that may occur. 

Testing BCP and IT DR Plans: Graph 1.5 reveals that 86% (2019 - 88%) of commercial insurers had 
tested their BCP and IT DR plans in the preceding 12 months. 

1.5 Response and Recovery Controls 
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Has the company contracted a "fourth line" IT security expert
service in the event of a major incident?

Has a test of the business continuity plan and IT recovery
(disaster recovery) been performed during the past 12 months?

Is there a documented security incident response plan in place?

1.5 Response and Recovery Controls - 2020

No Yes
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       Assessment of Filing Return Data 2020 – Brokers and Agents, Insurance                        
       Managers and Commercial Insurers 

This section is based on 2020 filing returns data completed by brokers, agents and insurance 
managers combined with commercial insurers data to provide an overall insurance sector analysis. 

2.1 Board Approval of Cyber Risk Strategy

The board of directors and senior management team must have oversight of the cyber risk strategy. 
An average of 82% (2019 - 75%) of respondents reported board approval of their cyber risk 
strategy. Although the average figures are quoted for year-on-year comparison, all three respondent 
categories have improved, brokers/agents up 15%, insurance managers up 5% and commercials 
up 3%. Nevertheless, overall figures are still below expectations, and inadequate board of directors 
approval of cyber strategy remains a key finding.  
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An average of 91% (2019 - 79%) of respondents have identified critical business continuity 
requirements. This includes holding regular, documented business impact analysis exercises to 
determine the criticality of business processes and recovery and the likely impact resulting from 
different disaster scenarios. BCPs and DR plans should be tested on a regular basis. Due to the 
pandemic and increasing number of high-profile international cyber attacks, awareness of the 
importance of BCPs is increasing.

2.2 Identification of Critical Business Continuity Requirements
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2.2 Is There a Process to Identify the Organisation's Critical Functions, 
Processes and Key Information Assets? - 2020

Yes No
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2.3 Cyber Risk Assessment of Third Parties 

An average of 60% (2019 - 62%) of respondents reported that they had assessed risks from their 
third-party providers, which remains much lower than anticipated. Computer networks are only 
as secure as their weakest link. Where the registrant outsources IT services, the registrant must 
ensure sufficient oversight and governance in place. Third-party risk is a key finding in this year’s 
report, in line with the 2020 report. 
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2.4 Formal Policies and Procedures to Ensure Maintenance of Software (Including Patches 
and Updates)

An average of 88% (2019 - 83%) of respondents confirmed that they are patching systems in a 
timely manner. Improvement was across all respondent categories with brokers/agents up 7%, 
insurance managers up 4% and commercials up 3%. The maintenance of software versions and 
patching is one of the requirements of vulnerability management. Policies and procedures should 
be in place to formalise this activity. 
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2.5 Are Formal Policies and Procedures in Place to Monitor Networks 
and Detect Anomalous Network Activity? - 2020

Yes No

Conclusion

The Authority continues to collaborate closely with the insurance sector, and the focus on cyber risk 
will continue in 2022. This report demonstrates that the cyber risk management posture across 
the sector is steadily improving, reducing the probability of incidents that potentially could cause 
financial and reputational damage to insurers licensed to operate in the jurisdiction of Bermuda.

2.5 Monitoring of Anomalous Network Activity

An average of 85% (2019 - 79%) of companies reported that they monitor their networks to detect 
anomalous activity that may be malicious. Improvement was across all respondent categories with 
brokers/agents up 4%, insurance managers up 10% and commercials up 2%. The anomalous 
activity must be detected and investigated in order to understand the potential risk to the network. 
Network security tools should be used to detect network intrusions and provide alerts when an 
intrusion occurs.
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